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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) is embarking upon an effort to develop a
national program to assess the energy performance of houses. The program will
provide information to current and prospective homeowners about the energy
performance of the house and potential areas of improvement, along with
associated cost estimates. As a component of this program, DOE is interested in
understanding the variety and characteristics of currently available audit tools
that have national validity. Of particular interest is the ability of these tools to
accurately analyze residential building performance--regardless of climate, fuel
source, architectural style, and building system--with a reasonable level of tool
inputs. Additionally, DOE is interested in the ability of these tools to produce
reports on estimated fuel consumption and lists of recommended building energy
efficiency improvements.
The energy audit tools reviewed in this study include REM/Rate®, BEACON
Home Energy Advisor®, EnergyInsights®, Home Energy Tune-uP®,
EnergyGauge®, TREAT®, the National Energy Audit Tool (NEAT®), Home
Energy SaverTM Professional (HESPro), and RealHomeAnalyzer®. Not included
in this study are audit tools under DOE oversight or influence such as,
Manufactured Home Energy Audit (MHEA), Home Energy Yardstick, and other
specialized tools designed for specialized purposes such as HVAC loads or for
localized utility program energy efficiency efforts.
The study is organized by task, including a literature review (of previous related
studies), selection of audit tools to review, the creation of audit tool review
criteria, audit tool vendor interviews, and compilation and analysis of the data.
Information collected regarding audit tools includes names of currently available
tools in the marketplace, accuracy, cost, accessibility, ease of use, input and
output characteristics, and the purpose and reporting characteristics of each tool.
Findings of the study reveal that no one tool fully captures all the characteristics
currently thought to be important to a national home performance assessment
program: low cost, universal availability, ease of use with reasonable input
requirements, conformance to a universally accepted accuracy standard, and the
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ability to generate improvement recommendations and associated costs. The
audit tools as a population, however, appear to address the potential needs of a
national program.
Besides identifying tool deficiencies for application under a national program, this
study is expected to assist DOE with:
developing standards for data inputs, algorithms, and data outputs used by
tools in a national program;
standardizing the method by which home energy improvement measures are
prioritized and costed;
standardizing the benchmark by which home performance is reported; and
standardizing the type and format of information displayed on home
performance reports as well as populated into a national registry database.

2. INTRODUCTION
Home energy audit tools are used to evaluate single-family residential buildings
in order to identify opportunities for energy efficiency improvements and
determine energy performance. These tools vary considerably in how they collect
and analyze a home’s characteristics and generate energy-efficiency retrofit
recommendations. The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) is undertaking an
effort to develop and/or approve the use of uniform and systematic home energy
audit tools as one component of DOE’s Home Energy Score Program, an
overarching program to rate and create recommendations regarding the energy
performance of single-family homes. The program’s goal is to create a common
understanding in the real estate and financial industries of the value of energy
efficiency improvements in U.S. housing.
The purpose of this study is to explore widely-used energy audit tools that guide
the collection of data by an energy auditor, use the data to generate an analysis
of the energy efficiency of a dwelling unit, and generate an understanding of
potential improvements to a home to maximize its operational efficiency. Of
particular interest is the ability of currently available energy audit tools to
accurately analyze residential building attributes, multiple climates, fuel types,
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and other related factors with a reasonable set of inputs and meaningful outputs
(e.g., reports on estimated energy savings, prioritized lists of energy efficiency
measures, etc.). The tools in this study were reviewed to gauge how each might
impact DOE’s development of the Home Energy Score Program.
The next section briefly outlines the key types of energy audit tools. This
discussion is followed by a description of the methodology employed in the
review of the most widely used audit tools for single-family dwellings. The
findings of the tool review are presented next, including tables displaying review
criteria and attributes of the reviewed tools followed by recommendations for
further study. A summary of the literature search and the corresponding
literature references are provided at the end of this report, followed by
attachments including the tool vendor questionnaire, sample tool input forms and
output reports, and other information referenced in the body of the report.

3. ENERGY AUDIT TOOL TYPES
Energy audit tools commonly used by the home performance and weatherization
communities (as well as homeowners) to analyze a home and create strategies
for energy efficiency improvement or weatherization generally consist of the
following types:
Web-based calculators
Prioritized lists of measures
Checklist or survey instruments
Asset rating tools
Operational rating and audit tools.
A description of each of these tool types follows with a focus on general category
attributes, including:
Typical tool user
Tool output and its intended use
Scope of home analysis by tool (simple vs. comprehensive)
Prepared for the U.S. Department of Energy
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User expertise required
Ability of the tool to accept diagnostic inputs (e.g., envelope or duct
tightness readings, fan efficiency, etc.)
Web-Based Calculators
Web-based calculators consist of tools commonly offered at little or no cost to
perform energy analysis on homes. Groups such as public-service non-profit
organizations, utilities, and government agencies are common vendors for these
tools. Representative tools from this category include Home Energy Checkup
offered through the Alliance to Save Energy, ENERGY STAR® Advisor and
Energy Yardstick distributed by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA),
and Home Energy Saver (HES) hosted on a website developed by the U.S.
Department of Energy.
Typical users of these tools are homeowners wishing to identify areas of potential
energy improvement in their homes. Output from these web-based tools typically
consists of generalized improvement measures or links describing building
system improvements so that homeowners gain a general idea of the types of
improvements to be further investigated. Home Energy Checkup, billed as an
educational tool, presents typical improvements for single-family homes across
all eleven climate zones within the United States while noting that actual
recommended measures and potential savings will vary. Energy Yardstick
analyzes energy bill data, compares usage to other households across the
nation, and provides links to the Home Energy Advisor to explore potential
improvement measures. The most analytic tool in the group is Home Energy
Saver; based on user inputs, the tool presents recommended energy efficiency
measures with expected cost savings and payback. A professional version,
Home Energy Saver Professional (HES-Pro), is under development and is
described later in this report.
These web-based audit tools, while addressing the whole house, are rather
simple in scope, as very few characteristics are input and the recommended
measures reported are very general in nature. The exception is Home Energy
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Saver. This tool directs the user to input more detailed information, such as the
number of windows, square footage, desired payback period and level of
efficiency improvement. The simple nature of these tools reflects their intended
use by a general audience without building science expertise. As such, none of
the representative web-based tools, with the exception of HES, accept values
from diagnostic equipment (such as from a blower door) because the general
public is not expected to have this equipment or data.
Prioritized List of Measures
Prioritized lists of measures exist in electronic software and hardcopy form.
Energy efficiency measures are prioritized on the basis of local program
initiatives, estimated cost-effectiveness of improvement activities, other factors
such as health and safety issues, or a combination thereof. The Florida
Weatherization Assistance Program Priority List Assessment and Testing Form
(Attachment A) (Ref. 1) offers an example of a form of prioritization based on
program goals. This form ranks improvement measures by their order of priority;
work will be performed in the same order unless measures are deemed nonapplicable for the situation and supporting material provided to back up the
judgment. A second example of prioritization is found in the preliminary home
improvement specifications developed for the Partnership for Advancing
Technology in Housing (PATH) (Ref. 2). Specifications were developed as a
function of cost effectiveness as well as technical ability of the improvement
contractor. Low-cost, low-skilled activities are advocated over higher cost
improvements requiring a more advanced contractor skill set.
Prioritized lists sometimes use inputs from diagnostic tests such as blower door
and duct-tightness testing. The Florida example shows inputs for these
diagnostic tests. Prioritized lists also vary in the comprehensiveness of an
assessment. Some utility energy efficiency programs, for example, have focused
primarily upon examining homes for compact fluorescent light bulbs, appliances,
and programmable thermostats.
Prioritized lists allow programs and users to:
Standardize how structures are evaluated and improved,
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Maximize utilization of a wide range of auditor skill sets, and
Facilitate integration of local program priorities and initiatives such as
rebates, health and safety measures, and fuel preferences.
Checklist or Survey Instruments
Checklist or survey instruments typically guide a user to input data collected
during a visual energy home “inspection” – a quick audit usually done without
diagnostic equipment – onto a data sheet or into a simple software package.
Users are not required to possess the more extensive training and experience
necessary to conduct the asset and operational ratings and audits described
below. Some energy efficiency programs such as those run by utilities and state
and local governments then use this data to direct prescriptive improvement
measures based on parameters established by each program. For example, if a
refrigerator is over 15 years old, a program might prescribe a new refrigerator
regardless of condition or actual efficiency of the appliance. The output reports
from these tools may also recommend home energy improvement measures
either based on prescriptive or calculated measures. Improvement measures
recommended may or may not have prioritization assigned to them. Programs
that prioritize improvement measures may use varying financial calculations to
determine the cost effectiveness of the measure. Expected life of the
improvement, material and labor costs, interest rates used to account for the cost
of capital, and acceptable payback periods or rates of return all influence how
individual improvement measures may be prioritized.
Asset Rating Tools
Asset ratings are energy performance values assigned to a house attributable
entirely to the characteristics of the structure, the applicable climate, and a
standard set of operating parameters (e.g., for thermostat settings). In other
words, individual inhabitant behavior is removed from the calculation. Unlike
checklist or survey instruments, asset ratings are more comprehensive and
generally require the use of diagnostic tools such as blower doors. Asset ratings
allow different houses to be compared using a consistent methodology, which is
particularly useful to homebuyers. The best example of an asset rating is found in
the automobile industry, where labels are affixed to cars to indicate the gas
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mileage expected for highway and city driving. Vehicle owners rarely match
these values with their own driving because the ratings are calculated using a
very precise protocol that an individual’s actual driving habits may not mimic. The
value in this rating, despite its limitations, is that different cars can be compared
using a consistent metric.
The most common example in the housing industry is the Home Energy Rating
System (HERS), created by the Residential Energy Services Network (RESNET)
originally for new homes but now also used for evaluating the energy
performance of existing homes. A HERS index is a number calculated to indicate
how a house performs compared to a zero-energy home (with a HERS index of
0) and a home built to the 2004 International Energy Conservation Code (with a
HERS index of 100). Currently, ENERGY STAR-labeled homes require a HERS
index of 85 or lower.
Operational Rating and Audit Tools
An asset rating, while useful for comparison purposes, is often not very helpful
when trying to understand how a home actually functions and where present
occupants should make energy efficiency improvements. The rating useful for
this purpose is termed an operational rating. In addition to operational ratings,
energy audits typically evaluate the operational performance of homes to
generate a list of possible home energy improvements and energy and cost
savings estimates. Comprehensive operational ratings and audits look at the
actual energy use of a home as its occupants currently use it. Operational rating
and audit tools typically require the use of diagnostic equipment and can use
historical utility bill data and occupant operational information obtained from
occupant interviews. While extremely useful for current home occupants in
determining cost-effective home energy improvements, an operational rating
might have limited applicability for future occupants due to highly variable
operational behaviors such as thermostat settings, lighting usage, length of
showers, and plug loads.
As mentioned above, comprehensive software tools that provide asset ratings,
operational ratings/audits, or both, often can be used to guide energy
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improvement measures. Generally, these types of tools can more accurately
determine the benefits of improvements than checklist or survey instruments that
produce a list of prescriptive measures and often overestimate energy savings.
For example, improving the attic insulation from an R6 to R50 might generate an
estimated savings of $200 per year, while increasing the efficiency of a furnace
from 80% to 95% efficient might generate $400 of savings per year. It is common
for simpler, prescriptive checklist instruments to add up these two measures to
report $600 of annual energy bill savings. In reality, these measures influence
each other. For example, increasing attic insulation decreases the heating load
placed upon the furnace and thereby decreases the benefit realized by upgrading
to a higher efficiency system. Many rating and audit tool software tools take this
interaction into account and adjust the expected benefits accordingly.

4. AUDIT TOOL REVIEW METHODOLOGY
A number of issues complicate the investigation of energy audit tools of potential
interest to DOE. The audit tools initially considered for review varied considerably
in format, function, availability for review, target audience, and complexity.
Therefore, the challenge was to place parameters on the investigation to better
review the audit tools and to develop evaluation criteria. To that end, a process
was developed that reflects the study’s emphasis on identifying industryaccepted tools and key tool attributes that might inform and shape the
development of a Home Energy Score Program for Homes pertaining to
residential structures.
Accordingly, this study was carried out in six major steps:
Literature Investigation. A cursory investigation of the literature was
conducted to identify evaluations of home energy auditing tools in recent
years. Another desired result of the literature search was to limit
unnecessary duplication of research. In particular, information was sought
regarding:
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Audit tools in the marketplace and their corresponding attributes
(including tool inputs and reporting characteristics), intended use,
marketplace presence, ease of use, and similar factors
Accuracy of existing tools (e.g., modeled versus actual energy use, or
estimated energy savings vs. savings generated by an evaluation tool
like DOE’s BESTEST)
Standards impacting audit tool inputs, algorithms, outputs, accuracy,
and other properties
Other relevant literature, including research and information on how
existing energy efficiency programs select or approve audit tools.
Selection of Energy Audit Tools to Investigate. This study reviews
energy audit tools that exhibit the promise of generating defensible energy
savings estimates, can produce prioritized lists of recommended energy
efficiency measures, and are widely distributed. The more comprehensive
asset rating and operational rating/audit tools met these requirements. As
checklist and survey instruments were found to be more custom-tailored
for local applications and less tested in the overall marketplace, they were
not considered in this study. Web-based calculators and prioritized lists of
measures were also not considered, as these tools would likely not satisfy
minimum requirements of lenders for energy efficiency project financing.
In particular, tools recognized by the EPA Home Performance with
ENERGY STAR® program, those used in utility-based programs
throughout the United States, and those accepted and widely adopted by
the Weatherization Assistance Program were evaluated. Excluded were
tools developed for a very particular purpose as the Manufactured Home
Energy Audit (MHEA). Likewise, other than a cursory description of the
software, ENERGY STAR Home Advisor, and Yardstick were also
excluded from this review. HES-Pro, however, was included due to added
functionality of the tool and its potential to contributing to the Home Energy
Score Program.
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While many other software packages exist for specific purposes such as
calculating heating or cooling loads, determining appropriate ventilation,
and serving as an instructional tool, this study restricted tools to those
known to be applicable across the majority of climate types within the
United States and capable of contributing to the Home Energy Score
Program (i.e., whole-house rating and audit tools). The authors recognize
and regret the possible omission of other tools also meeting these criteria
that were not readily identifiable. The software packages selected for
study include the RESNET-accredited tools: REM/Rate®, EnergyGauge®,
EnergyInsights®; tools commercially available and commonly used for
energy audits and home performance programs: BEACON Home Energy
Advisor®, Home Energy Tune-uP®, TREAT®, and RealHomeAnalyzer®;
and other tools, either government-produced or benchmarking
applications: HESPro, NEAT®, and Green Energy Compass®. Versions
evaluated were the most current at the time of study inception – February,
2010.
Definition of Review Criteria. Prior energy audit tool evaluation studies
were examined and a list of questions was developed to query audit tool
vendors about their products (Attachment B). Questions regarding the
typical purchaser, range or influence of the product, common uses for the
tool, input and report characteristics, product costs, ease of use, training
and certifications required, and other information of interest to DOE were
included. All totaled, 40 review criteria were developed and integrated into
a questionnaire.
Vendor Interviews. Vendors were interviewed mainly by telephone to
complete the questionnaire. In the cases where vendor representatives
could not be reached, the questionnaire was emailed with a request to
complete and return the information. In addition, energy audit tool vendors
were interviewed at the RESNET 2010 annual conference. Information
was collected for all audit tools selected for review but not necessarily for
all criteria for each tool. The incomplete responses were not deemed to be
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critical, given the emphasis on the timeliness of this study. Also, this study
considers the attributes of existing audit tools as a whole when making
recommendations as to their applicability to the Home Energy Score
Program.
Review of Selected Audit Tools. Results from the questionnaires and
interviews were compiled into a matrix in order to view the selected energy
audit tools by key attributes. This framework allows insight into potential
strengths and weaknesses of each tool relative to the goals of the Home
Energy Score Program. The review criteria are defined at the end of the
matrix presented in the next section. Key attributes were reviewed in light
of these issues:
Cost and accessibility. The Home Energy Score Program, if
standardized, needs to be accessible to trade contractors and
affordable to consumers, who ultimately bear the cost of the tools
through contractor audit and retrofit pricing. Tools that are excessively
expensive or require excessive training, certifications, and/or licensing
or usage fees are not likely to be good candidate tools for a national
program expected to reach millions of homeowners.
Ease of use. Related to the cost and accessibility of particular tools,
the minimum level of skill and experience required to effectively use an
audit tool is a key criteria of its application in a national program. In
particular, with the current Presidential Administration’s focus on green
jobs, a tool used for the Home Energy Score Program must not require
extensive training or years of experience to accurately operate and
produce desired results.
Applicability to U.S. climate zones. To have the most value to a
national program, audit tools that provide the desired outputs for the
broadest set of climate zones in the United States would be favored
over those tools relevant for a narrow range of climate conditions.
Given the current relatively small customer base for audit tools, those
Prepared for the U.S. Department of Energy
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tools with adaptability to additional climate zones in the future would
also be considered as candidate instruments for the Home Energy
Score Program.
Accuracy. For estimated energy savings and recommended energy
efficiency measures to be deemed credible by trade contractors,
lenders, homeowners, energy efficiency program sponsors, and the
home performance industry at large, they must approximate real-life
conditions before and after a retrofit. Tool accuracy should be
evaluated on its ability to emulate the actual energy use of a dwelling,
predict energy savings for improvements, estimate or report the “realworld” cost of improvements, and then use cost, energy savings, and
interactions between energy efficiency measures to “package” and
prioritize home energy improvements. However, limited information is
available to ascertain the accuracy of most audit tools in the
marketplace today, making review for this criterion difficult at best.
Further complicating this review is the lack of industry consensus on
the effectiveness of the few standards and instruments currently in use
for evaluating the accuracy of audit tools (e.g., DOE’s BESTEST and
BESTEST-EX).
Inputs. Typically, the lower the number of inputs required by audit
tools, the lower the amount of time to collect and enter those inputs,
thus reducing audit costs. However, fewer inputs can come at the cost
of tool accuracy for a given residence, as tools then rely on generic
input defaults. Ideally, a compromise between excessive inputs and
inaccurate results lies in affordable yet credible audit tools. Many audit
tools also allow the user to expand the level of inputs based, for
example, on the number of different building systems to be addressed
in the analysis. In reviewing input-related attributes or criteria for
individual tools, an attempt was made to consider the nature of the
minimum required inputs (i.e., the time to collect the data) in addition to
the number of inputs. DOE is also interested in ascertaining common
inputs among leading audit tools or a recommended set of minimum
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audit tool inputs. However, this request came late in the study and,
therefore, is not fully explored herein.
Outputs. Desirable outputs from audit tools include, at a minimum:
estimated energy savings from a future retrofit, prioritized lists of
energy efficiency improvements, and estimated costs of those
improvements. Desirable outputs from tools used under a labeling
program include: a home energy rating (either asset-based or
operational rating normalized for “typical” use), a list of recommended
or installed home energy improvements, predicted energy savings of
improvements, and standardized outputs in predetermined formats for
inputting into a national registry or other tools for purposes of further
analysis or benchmarking. These types of outputs were examined for
each tool reviewed.
Findings. The findings from the above-mentioned review were assessed
and compiled for DOE action to establish the role of energy audit tools in a
national residential building energy rating program. More specifically, this
study attempted to answer questions such as:
What is the availability, attributes, costs, and level of adoption of viable
existing energy audit tools in the marketplace today?
Can existing audit tools be employed under a consistent national home
energy performance label, providing defendable ratings and energy
savings estimates on retrofit measures? How?
Are additional software tools or applications necessary to reach the
mass residential market (including key market actors such as home
inspectors), either augmenting current tools or filling gaps and
deficiencies unmet by existing tools?
Additional areas of research are identified throughout this study and are
also compiled and presented in the Findings section of this report.
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5. FINDINGS
Study findings are organized by methodological step. It is important to note that
qualitative judgments were made for items where definitive evidence is lacking or
where disparate characteristics were compared. A summation of the literature
search and findings from the questionnaire follows with a focus on the topics of:
Cost and availability
Ease of use
Applicability to most U.S. climates
Accuracy
Inputs
Outputs or reports.
Summary of the Literature Review
Available Audit Tools – The literature collected and reviewed as part of this
study revealed that home energy audit tools primarily are used by the home
energy rating community (through RESNET); the DOE-funded Weatherization
community; the home performance industry (e.g., through Building Performance
Institute (BPI) certification); or utility-, non-profit-, or state/local governmentbased energy programs. RESNET-accredited tools enjoy some of the widest
distribution nationally but are restricted to certified home energy raters (HERS)
working under the services of a RESNET-certified Provider. These Providers
operate as quality assurance organizations under RESNET and sublicense the
tools to energy raters working under the Provider’s umbrella. Also important to
note is that BPI currently does not require the use of audit or modeling tools to
determine estimated energy savings; although, there is movement within the
organization to go that way.
Weatherization tools include NEAT®, MHEA®, TREAT®, and a handful of others;
some tools listed in the literature are no longer distributed by vendors. NEAT® or
TREAT® are used by the majority of the state weatherization assistance
programs. These tools are designed to facilitate ease of data entry and produce
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a report detailing recommended improvement measures that comply with
guidelines established by the particular agency, state program, and the national
DOE Weatherization Assistance Program in terms of cost and priority.
Utility-, non-profit-, and state/local government-based energy efficiency programs
develop their own tailored, one-of-a-kind audit tools or rely on proprietary thirdparty audit tools such as SIMPLE (not evaluated due to being new to market with
limited market presence), BEACON Home Energy Advisor®, HomeCheck® (a
precursor to RealHomeAnalyzer®), or Home Energy Tune-uP®. These tools are
often tailored in some fashion to the individual needs of the utility program; the
number and format of the inputs and reports vary considerably. A study by the
Energy Trust of Oregon program chronicled the difficulty in using an audit tool as
an obstacle to its adoption (Ref. 3).
Audit Tool Accuracy – Information about audit tool accuracy over the broad
range of tools is virtually non-existent. Where accuracy is mentioned in available
studies, it generally examines a particular tool against only one or two other
tools. For example, the 2008 Energy Performance Score report compared
REM/Rate® against two versions of Home Energy SaverTM and one other tool
(SIMPLE) and found all tools to have issues with the accurate prediction of actual
energy usage across a broad range of house types (Ref. 4). It should be noted
that this reference has received criticism from the energy modeling community
and conclusions from the paper are not widely embraced.
In the literature reviewed, accuracy is addressed more typically in terms of the
protocols used to evaluate energy auditing tools. These protocols include
BESTEST, BESTEST-EX, and ASHRAE 140 (Refs. 5, 6, 7). As the ASHRAE
protocol is primarily used for tools targeting commercial structures, the BESTEST
protocols are the standards currently under review for audit tools focused on
residential structures. Among other issues, BESTEST is believed by some to
frequently overestimate energy savings. In the case of high-performing homes or
deep retrofits, the accuracy of BESTEST is particularly debated (Refs. 8, 9).
RESNET, as part of its quality assurance procedures, maintains a registry of
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approved software tools, all of which conform to BESTEST protocols (Refs. 10,
11). BESTEST-EX is a protocol under development to address some of the
accuracy issues and to better integrate energy usage data into the algorithms
used to generate predicted energy use and potential energy savings. Little
publicly-available literature was found on BESTEST-EX.
Information about standards primarily pertains to how audit tools are evaluated.
Again, BESTEST, BESTEST-EX, and ASHRAE 140 are the currently available or
soon to be available standards relative to energy modeling tools. Otherwise,
individual energy efficiency program requirements dictate the specifications for
inputs, algorithms, and output in format and data type. For example, NYSERDA
in a current Request for Proposal, was very specific in the desired qualities for an
energy modeling tool to be used in a Home Performance with ENERGY STAR
program. NYSERDA has detailed exactly what the tool needs to do, what kind of
quality assurance mechanisms are contained within, what the data exchange file
should be, and peer review required of the tool. In addition, characteristics of a
sample home were provided to proposing vendors to calculate estimated energy
savings and generate a recommended list of energy efficiency measures.
NYSERDA reviewers would then use this information to gauge the “accuracy” of
the proposing vendor’s audit tool (Attachment C.) This approach presumes that
the original tool NYSERDA used to develop the results upon which other
vendor’s calculations are evaluated is itself extremely accurate. It is more likely
that NYSERDA was comfortable with results of its evaluation audit tool based on
the combined experience of the organization’s residential energy staff, as
opposed to any extensive study as to the accuracy of its tool (beyond perhaps
comparing its results with actual post-retrofit utility bills for a single home).
Summary of the Tool Review
Information was obtained from nine vendors with energy audit tools recognized
by RESNET-accreditation, DOE Weatherization Assistance Program acceptance,
or use by prominent utility, state/local government, and ENERGY STAR
programs throughout the nation. As mentioned in the earlier discussion on
methodology, tools considered too regionally anchored or restricted by climate
zones were eliminated from consideration in this study. Table 1, Table 2, and
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Table 3 for RESNET-accredited tools, energy efficiency program tools, and
government vendor or other purpose tools respectively detail the information
obtained from the vendors, organized by the review criteria defined at the end of
the table. Based on review of the information collected about each tool, the
following observations were made for each major criterion area studied:
Cost and Availability – NEAT®, HESPro, and TREAT® are the most widely
available and used tools in the study; they are available to anyone or, in the case
of TREAT, with the means to purchase the tool. The cost for a Single-Family
version of TREAT® is $495 with a $200 annual license renewal. NEAT® and
HESPro are currently free to the public although HES-Pro was under
development and in its beta form when reviewed.
The RESNET-accredited tools have no cost values attributed to them because
they are licensed for use through a HERS Provider who charges a license fee.
These fees vary considerably depending on the business model of the Provider;
for example, a Provider may choose to have a low license fee but charge more
for a per-use rating. Additionally, auditors using RESNET-accredited tools must
be certified raters and must typically complete a week-long training program
offered by HERS Training Providers. It is not unusual for these training programs
to cost over $1,500. A caveat is a tool provided by Architectural Energy
Corporation called REM/Design® where many of the functions of REM/Rate® are
present but is available to everyone and the cost is $327 per computer.
REM/Design® was not selected for analysis in this study.
National cost information is not known for utility and state/local government
supported tools such as BEACON Home Energy Advisor® and
RealHomeAnalyzer®, as subsidy support to auditors and trade contractors by
these programs varies considerably. In some areas, users may be less
subsidized and therefore carry more of the cost burden.
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Home Energy Tune-uP® is offered to certified auditors and home inspectors.
Mandatory training consists of a three-day program. Additionally, CMC charges a
nominal fee for each report delivered through Tune-uP®.
All in all, the initial costs (including initial licensing and renewal fees, per use
fees, and training) of the audit tools examined were not found to be especially
prohibitive to the auditor, rater, or trade contractor. These costs were deemed
reasonable business expenses. However, if a user was required by program
sponsors (utilities, municipalities, states, and others) to obtain a multitude of
different audit tools and corresponding training, tool costs would be
unacceptable. Tool standardization evolving from the Home Energy Score
Program could permit individual users to purchase and use a single “approved”
audit tool of their choice.
Ease of Use – The intent of this study was not to obtain every tool under review
and model sample houses to evaluate first-hand the ease of use of each tool.
While this method would enable the best evaluation of ease of use, time did not
permit it. Therefore, a combination of the reviewers’ experience with some of the
tools, findings from the literature, and the number of inputs required for a report
was used to generate a qualitative rating on ease of use for each tool. An ease of
use rating correlated solely to number of inputs would potentially mislead the
reader; tools with very few inputs might place much of the burden of decisionmaking or analysis on the auditor, thereby making the tool less friendly.
Tools judged to be most user-friendly include Green Energy Compass® and
BEACON Home Energy Advisor®. Green Energy Compass® is not an energy
modeling tool. It takes information generated by audit tools to generate a
benchmark and energy-use tracking record. Home Energy Tune-uP®, NEAT®,
HESPro and EnergyInsights® were judged to be average in user-friendliness
primarily based on user experience and number of inputs. TREAT® and the
RESNET-accredited tools were ranked as the most difficult to use. No
information concerning RealHomeAnalyzer® was obtained for this draft, but its
predecessor, HomeCheck®, was reported as being challenging to use.
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BEACON Home Energy Advisor®, being a relative newcomer to the audit tool
marketplace, was specifically designed with the goal of ease of use in mind.
“Lighter” versions of TREAT® (Surveyor®)for single family, multifamily, and
commercial applications are under development but were not specially reviewed
under this study. Surveyor® acts as a simplified input interface with TREAT® as
the engine. The release dates for these versions are unknown at the time of this
writing. The evolution of these easier-to-use audit tools demonstrates the
software vendors’ willingness and ability to adapt their tools to the needs of the
marketplace, including to an eventual national home energy rating and labeling
program.
Applicability to U.S. Climate Zones – All audit tools contained within the matrix
are used in the majority of the climate zones for the continental United States
and, therefore, would support a national home energy rating and labeling
program. EnergyGauge® is most appropriate for the warm-humid climates such
as Florida.
Accuracy – Presently, audit tool accuracy is based entirely upon conformance to
applicable standards, studies comparing tools to each other, or evaluations of
tools against accepted baseline instruments (such as BESTEST.) As the
literature identified in this study does not contain any recent comparison of all the
tools, the matrix lists the standards, if any, where the tool complies. All of the
tools conform to BESTEST or plan to conform to BESTEST-EX with the
exception of Green Energy Compass®, which is not a modeling tool. As of this
writing, it is assumed that RealHomeAnalyzer® complies with BESTEST but no
confirmation has been obtained from the vendor. It should be noted that
BESTEST-EX is still under development.
Inputs – The number of inputs necessary to obtain a “typical” report was asked
of each vendor (for examples, see Attachment D.) The values range from
approximately twenty inputs for EnergyInsights and TREAT® to a high of
approximately 100 for REM/Rate® (considerably less, 33, for Simplified Inputs
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mode), Home Energy Tune-uP®, EnergyGauge® and NEAT®. BEACON Home
Energy Advisor® and HESPro fall in the middle. It is interesting to note that one
of the tools reported as difficult to use earlier (TREAT®) also has the fewest
inputs. This number of inputs for TREAT® is variable, however, and can be vastly
greater depending on the goals set for the tool by its user.
All of the energy auditing tools require some knowledge of building science to
effectively gather and enter the necessary information to run analysis.
Particularly in cases where deeper retrofits are under consideration or where the
inputs are very general in nature, the ability to finesse a tool to better account for
improvements which contribute smaller improvement benefits or to adjust inputs
to more accurately reflect the “as is” condition is key for accurate modeling.
Knowledge of building science as well as an understanding of the “tricks” of the
audit tool contributes to more effective improvement recommendations.
If a national home energy rating and labeling program “approves” audit tools
(based on various criteria), a user should eventually have a choice of tools from
which to select. The user can then base this choice on the level of inputs
required of tools, the expertise necessary to achieve accurate results, tool costs,
and so forth.
Outputs – With the exception of EnergyGauge®, all the tools can generate home
energy improvement recommendations. Green Energy Compass®, NEAT®, and
HESPro improvement reports cannot be modified, while the other tools
improvement reports have the ability to add comments. Energy Insights, Home
Energy Tune-uP®, NEAT® and TREAT® can also accept photos. With the
exception of EnergyGauge®, all tools can export data to a file in common
database, xml, or csv formats.
A national rating program by definition will require the calculation of a rating or
similar benchmark for homes. Tools such as REM/Rate®, EnergyInsights®, and
EnergyGauge® all generate ratings as a requirement for the RESNET-accredited
registry of tools for HERS Providers. TREAT® can generate a home energy
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baseline or label, although TREAT® is no longer on the RESNET-accredited list
of software for ratings as the vendor elected not to adapt the changes in the
rating system. Most, if not all, the tools reviewed can produce an estimated
percent energy savings or before and after estimated energy usage as possible
benchmarks.
As mentioned earlier, improvement measures can be prioritized by various
energy efficiency programs in a number of different methods. Many, such as the
Home Performance with ENERGY STAR and the Weatherization Assistance
Program focus partly on health and safety issues with cost effectiveness
following as a method of ranking energy efficiency priorities. Some utility-based
programs may focus on particular incentives such as appliances through a rebate
program. Prioritization of improvement measures can be based upon:
•

Health and safety,

•

Energy efficiency measures grouped into packages, (e.g., an air-sealing
and insulation package),

•

Individual or ala carte efficiency measures,

•

Cost effectiveness (defined differently by different energy programs),

•

Those defined by the program (such as compact fluorescent light bulbs,
rebates on appliances, etc.).

The prioritization used in the reported improvement measures by the individual
tools reviewed in this study varied as well. Energy Gauge does not currently
generate home energy improvement reports and Green Energy Compass®
produced a generic improvement report that remains consistent irrespective of
the home being analyzed. The general list of improvement measures are used
as an educational tool rather than a structure-specific list of energy efficiency
recommendations. The recommendations portion of the tool is currently being
adapted to produce a list of measures based upon utility bill disaggregation.
Home Energy Tune-uP® lists two groups of recommendations: improvements
with a simple payback of 30 years or less, ranked by order of payback; and a
second group of improvements that generate more savings than the cost to
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finance based upon a 15-year loan at 8% interest. Indoor air quality and safety
issues are included in the Home Energy Tune-uP® report. Home Energy TuneuP® uses R.S. Means Repair & Renovation® data as the basis for developing
cost of home energy improvement values. The Home Energy Tune-uP software
takes into account variations in weather, state codes, labor costs, and fuel prices
by reference to the zip code in the address.
The other tools that were reviewed all allowed user input to drive the home
energy improvement measures that are analyzed by the tools and then reported.
For example, a user may instruct a tool to generate a recommendation to
improve attic insulation from R11 to R49 (based on minimum local building
codes, recommended ENERGY STAR levels, or some other reasoning.) This
recommendation may have little bearing on the cost effectiveness of the measure
specified. EnergyInsights® also permits automatically-generated
recommendations for use with utility-based programs that may wish to control the
recommendations generated.
Based on the review of how leading energy audit tools generate their respective
lists of energy efficiency measures, most tools rely on the user to predetermine
what improvements will be analyzed. This predetermination necessitates some
level of experience by the user in local building energy codes and industry best
practices. For this reason, different energy efficiency improvement
recommendations can be made by different users for the same house using the
same audit tool. A Home Energy Score Program for homes would benefit from a
more consistent set of outputs from audit tools. However, expecting software
vendors to enhance their audit tools with local energy code and climate-specific
best practices libraries may be too burdensome.
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Table 1. Audit Tool Criteria and Attributes Matrix – RESNET
Certified

Criteria

Energy Gauge

REM/Rate

Florida Solar
Energy Center
www.energygauge.
com
Raters

Architectural
Energy Corporation
www.remrate.com

$495

Provider dependent

possesses attribute
possesses some of the attribute
does not possess attribute

Energy
Insights

General Information
Vendor
Contact/website
Targeted User
Highly distributed through U.S.

Raters, auditors

Apogee Interactive
www.apogee.net/en
ergyInsights.aspx
Raters, auditors

1

Primary use:
Ratings 2
Code compliance
Audits
3
Energy tracking/
Benchmarking
Cost

Sponsor covers
cost

Easy to use 4
Available for everyone 5
Upgradeable
Certified algorithm 6
BESTEST
BESTEST-EX

Inputs and Modeling

1

Reflects the geographic distribution and use in the United States.
A number or ranking reflecting the energy efficiency of the house either from an occupant-blind basis (asset rating) or
based on the actual energy use (operational rating).
3
A tool that can be used to track future energy use and/or compare the structure relative to similar
structure/occupant/climate combinations.
4
A subjective ranking based on the number of inputs required by the tool, personal history of the researchers with the
tool, and literature citations.
5
A subjective ranking based on limitations placed on sale, licensing, or regional availability. Tools available through HERS
Providers were ranked as average in availability. Tools available only through regional utility programs were ranked as
less available.
6
Criteria identifies whether a tool has been run through a standardized test, either BESTEST tier 1 & tier 2, or plan to run
through BESTEST-EX.
2
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REM/Rate

possesses attribute
possesses some of the attribute
does not possess attribute

Disaggregation of energy use 7
Normalization of
climate/weather
Applicable for all climates 8
Fuels accepted 9
Calculate interactions
between/among measures 10
Minimum inputs required
(approx.)
Multiple entries for same
building component allowed
for: 11
Foundations
HVAC zones
Walls
Floors
Ceilings
DHW
Appliances
Accept user-input values:
Measured inputs 12
Usage data

Energy
Insights

E, NG, O, LP

E, NG, O, LP, W

E, NG, O, LP, Other

100

100/33

20

7

Ability of the tool to tease out individual energy-using features of a home and report on their contribution to energy
consumption. Typically, baseloads accounting for appliance use, water heating, and plug loads are not broken out. Tools
identifying plug loads and with inputs for multiple refrigerators, freezers, window air conditioning units, etc. were ranked
highest. Those with an assumed baseload with no opportunity to change the assumptions were ranked lowest.
8
All tool vendors claim their tools are applicable for all continental-U.S. climates. However, EnergyGauge was primarily
designed for use in warm-humid climates.
9
E=electricity, NG=natural gas, O=oil, LP=propane, C=coal, K=kerosene, W=wood, Ag=agricultural fuels such as corn,
S= solar.
10
The tool algorithm will adjust energy consumption estimates by building element based on the interaction between
various elements. For example, increased envelope insulation should reduce the heating and cooling load, thereby
minimizing the energy consumption of HVAC.
11
Tool permits multiple inputs for the same type of building component. For example, does tool allow input for three
domestic hot water systems?
12
Measured inputs describe such values as air infiltration/exfiltration data (blower door), duct tightness, exhaust fan
efficiency, etc.
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REM/Rate

possesses attribute
possesses some of the attribute
does not possess attribute

Energy
Insights

Permits detail in billing
structure 13
Health/safety
Improvement measure cost
data
Plug loads calculated

Reporting and Customization
Recommendations generated
and type 14
Exportable data/type 15
Reports customizable 16
Photos allowed
Scope of work generated? 17
Carbon emissions or other
metrics used
Asset/Operational rating type
Asset
Operational
Energy use by fuel
Combined energy units
reported (kWh/yr) 18

user input

auto, user
input

sql, csv

csv

13

Tool permits details ranging from yearly average rates (lowest ranking) to block structure (highest ranking). Seasonal
averaging is the middle rank.
14
Tool recommendations, if generated, consist of either automatically-generated as programmed into the tool, or via user
input, either through libraries or conditional lists.
15
Is data from the tool exportable to other programs or tools and, if so, what file format is generated?
16
Are reports customizable by the auditor? Tools with report customizable only with comments received an average rank.
17
It was felt that all tools that generated a recommendation could be altered to produce a scope of work. As they currently
exist, however, an adequate scope of work that would enable a contractor to then bid on the project is not generated by
any of the tools listed.
18
Tools often report energy use in terms of kWh/yr and therms if both electricity and natural gas are used. An overall
energy consumption value is desired by DOE, such as converting other fuel consumption values to a metric such as
kWh/yr.
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REM/Rate

possesses attribute
possesses some of the attribute
does not possess attribute

Energy
Insights

Illustrated on scale 19

Other Relevant Features
Estimated input time
Low level of expertise required

>1 Hour

1 Hour

Sponsor dependent

20

Little training necessary 21
Estimated energy usage
compared to actual 22
Energy savings estimates
compared to actual

19

Asset or operational rating compared to homes with similar characteristics. ENERGY STAR Home Energy Yardstick is
an example of such a comparison tool.
20
Level of expertise ranked purely as a subjective measure based on investigator experience with tools.
21
Training time of 1 hour or less evaluated as fully meeting the criteria; up to a half-day of training was judged as partially
meeting the criteria; and training longer than a half-day was judged as least meeting the criteria.
22
Subjective evaluation due to the variety of comparison methods. EnergyGauge has performed laboratory comparisons,
and EnergyInsight is currently collecting data for this comparison.
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Table 2. Audit Tool Criteria and Attributes Matrix – Tools Used by
Energy Efficiency Programs
Criteria
possesses attribute
possesses some of
the attribute
does not possess
attribute

Home
Energy
Tune-uP

TREAT

BEACON
HOME
ENERGY
ADVISOR

RealHome
Analyzer

General Information
Vendor

CMC Energy
Services

Contact/website

www.cmcenergy
.com
Auditors & home
inspectors

Targeted User
Highly distributed
through U.S. 23
Primary use:
Ratings 24
Code compliance
Audits
25
Energy tracking/
Benchmarking
Cost
Easy to use 26
Available for
everyone 27
Upgradeable
Certified algorithm

Performance
Systems
Development,
Inc.
www.TreatSoftw
are.com
Auditors

$20 per audit

$495

ICF
International,
Inc.

Conservation
Services Group

www.icfi.com

www.csgrp.co
m
Auditors

Auditors

Sponsor covers
cost

Contractural
with CSG

28

23

Reflects the geographic distribution and use in the United States.
A number or ranking reflecting the energy efficiency of the house either from an occupant-blind basis (asset rating) or
based on the actual energy use (operational rating).
25
A tool that can be used to track future energy use and/or compare the structure relative to similar
structure/occupant/climate combinations.
26
A subjective ranking based on the number of inputs required by the tool, personal history of the researchers with the
tool, and literature citations.
27
A subjective ranking based on limitations placed on sale, licensing, or regional availability. Tools available through
HERS Providers were ranked as average in availability. Tools available only through regional utility programs were
ranked as less available.
28
Criteria identifies whether a tool has been run through a standardized test, either BESTEST tier 1 & tier 2, or plan to run
through BESTEST-EX.
24
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BEACON
HOME
ENERGY
ADVISOR

RealHome
Analyzer

BESTEST
BESTEST-EX

Inputs and Modeling
Disaggregation of
energy use 29
Normalization of
climate/weather
Applicable for all
climates 30
Fuels accepted 31
Calculate interactions
between/among
measures 32
Minimum inputs
required (approx.)
Multiple entries for
same building
component allowed
for: 33
Foundations
HVAC zones
Walls
Floors
Ceilings

E, NG, O, LP, C,
K, W, Ag, S

E, NG, O, LP, C,
K, W, Ag

E, NG, O, LP

E, NG, O, LP,
Other

80

25

50

25

29

Ability of the tool to tease out individual energy-using features of a home and report on their contribution to energy
consumption. Typically, baseloads accounting for appliance use, water heating, and plug loads are not broken out. Tools
identifying plug loads and with inputs for multiple refrigerators, freezers, window air conditioning units, etc. were ranked
highest. Those with an assumed baseload with no opportunity to change the assumptions were ranked lowest.
30
All tool vendors claim their tools are applicable for all continental-U.S. climates. However, CMC indicated their tool is
most applicable for colder climates.
31
E=electricity, NG=natural gas, O=oil, LP=propane, C=coal, K=kerosene, W=wood, Ag=agricultural fuels such as corn,
S= solar.
32
The tool algorithm will adjust energy consumption estimates by building element based on the interaction between
various elements. For example, increased envelope insulation should reduce the heating and cooling load, thereby
minimizing the energy consumption of HVAC.
33
Tool permits multiple inputs for the same type of building component. For example, does tool allow input for three
domestic hot water systems?
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BEACON
HOME
ENERGY
ADVISOR

RealHome
Analyzer

DHW
Appliances
Accept user-input
values:
Measured inputs 34
Usage data
Permits detail in billing
structure 35
Health/safety
Improvement measure
cost data
Plug loads calculated

Reporting and Customization
Recommendations
generated and type 36
Exportable data/type 37

auto

user input

user input

csv

xml, csv

xml

auto,
user input
?

38

Reports customizable
Photos allowed
Scope of work
generated? 39
Carbon emissions or
other metrics used
Asset/Operational
rating type
Asset

34

Measured inputs describe such values as air infiltration/exfiltration data (blower door), duct tightness, exhaust fan
efficiency, etc.
35
Tool permits details ranging from yearly average rates (lowest ranking) to block structure (highest ranking). Seasonal
averaging is the middle rank.
36
Tool recommendations, if generated, consist of either automatically-generated as programmed into the tool, or via user
input, either through libraries or conditional lists.
37
Is data from the tool exportable to other programs or tools and, if so, what file format is generated?
38
Are reports customizable by the auditor? Tools with report customizable only with comments received an average rank.
39
It was felt that all tools that generated a recommendation could be altered to produce a scope of work. As they currently
exist, however, an adequate scope of work that would enable a contractor to then bid on the project is not generated by
any of the tools listed.
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BEACON
HOME
ENERGY
ADVISOR

RealHome
Analyzer

Operational
Energy use by fuel
Combined energy units
reported (kWh/yr) 40
Illustrated on scale 41

Other Relevant Features
Estimated input time
Low level of expertise
required 42
Little training
necessary 43
Estimated energy
usage compared to
actual44
Energy savings
estimates compared to
actual

½ Hour

1 Hour

½ Hour

?
?
?

40

Tools often report energy use in terms of kWh/yr and therms if both electricity and natural gas are used. An overall
energy consumption value is desired by DOE, such as converting other fuel consumption values to a metric such as
kWh/yr.
41
Asset or operational rating compared to homes with similar characteristics. ENERGY STAR Home Energy Yardstick is
an example of such a comparison tool.
42
Level of expertise ranked purely as a subjective measure based on investigator experience with tools.
43
Training time of 1 hour or less evaluated as fully meeting the criteria; up to a half-day of training was judged as partially
meeting the criteria; and training longer than a half-day was judged as least meeting the criteria.
44
Subjective evaluation due to the variety of comparison methods. Tune-uP, and TREAT have had analyses performed
either under a third-party or as part of a government-subsidized (NYSERDA) research effort.
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Table 3. Audit Tool Criteria and Attributes Matrix – Government
Vendor or Other Purpose Tools
Criteria
possesses attribute
possesses some of the
attribute
does not possess the
attribute

NEAT

HES-Pro

Green Energy
Compass

General Information
Vendor

Oak Ridge National
Laboratory

Lawrence Berkeley
National Laboratory

Contact/website

http://weatherization.
ornl.gov/assistant.sht
m
Weatherization
providers

http://HESPro.lbl.gov

free

free

Targeted User

Highly distributed through
U.S. 45
Primary use:
Ratings 46
Code compliance
Audits
Energy 47 tracking/
Benchmarking
Cost
Easy to use 48
Available for everyone 49
Upgradeable
Certified algorithm 50

Auditors, home
inspectors

Performance
Systems
Development, Inc.
www.psdconsulting.c
om/greenenergycom
pass
Program
administrators,
auditors, facilities
management

Sponsor covers cost

45

Reflects the geographic distribution and use in the United States.
A number or ranking reflecting the energy efficiency of the house either from an occupant-blind basis (asset rating) or
based on the actual energy use (operational rating).
47
A tool that can be used to track future energy use and/or compare the structure relative to similar
structure/occupant/climate combinations.
48
A subjective ranking based on the number of inputs required by the tool, personal history of the researchers with the
tool, and literature citations.
49
A subjective ranking based on limitations placed on sale, licensing, or regional availability. Tools available through
HERS Providers were ranked as average in availability. Tools available only through regional utility programs were ranked
as less available.
46
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Criteria
possesses attribute
possesses some of the
attribute
does not possess the
attribute

NEAT

HES-Pro

Green Energy
Compass

BESTEST
BESTEST-EX

Inputs and Modeling
Disaggregation of energy
use 51
Normalization of
climate/weather
Applicable for all
climates 52
Fuels accepted 53
Calculate interactions
between/among
measures 54
Minimum inputs required
(approx.)
Multiple entries for same
building component
allowed for: 55
Foundations
HVAC zones
Walls
Floors

E, NG, O, LP, C, K,
W

E, NG, O, LP

E, NG, O, LP, C, K,
W, Ag

100

30

N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

50

Criteria identifies whether a tool has been run through a standardized test, either BESTEST tier 1 & tier 2, or plan to run
through BESTEST-EX.
51
Ability of the tool to tease out individual energy-using features of a home and report on their contribution to energy
consumption. Typically, baseloads accounting for appliance use, water heating, and plug loads are not broken out. Tools
identifying plug loads and with inputs for multiple refrigerators, freezers, window air conditioning units, etc. were ranked
highest. Those with an assumed baseload with no opportunity to change the assumptions were ranked lowest.
52
All tool vendors claim their tools are applicable for all continental-U.S. climates.
53
E=electricity, NG=natural gas, O=oil, LP=propane, C=coal, K=kerosene, W=wood, Ag=agricultural fuels such as corn,
S= solar.
54
The tool algorithm will adjust energy consumption estimates by building element based on the interaction between
various elements. For example, increased envelope insulation should reduce the heating and cooling load, thereby
minimizing the energy consumption of HVAC.
55
Tool permits multiple inputs for the same type of building component. For example, does tool allow input for three
domestic hot water systems?
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Criteria
possesses attribute
possesses some of the
attribute
does not possess the
attribute

NEAT

HES-Pro

Green Energy
Compass
N/A

Ceilings
DHW
Appliances
Accept user-input values:
Measured inputs 56
Usage data
Permits detail in billing
structure 57
Health/safety
Improvement measure
cost data
Plug loads calculated

N/A

N/A

Reporting and Customization
Recommendations
generated and type 58
Exportable data/type 59
Reports customizable 60
Photos allowed
Scope of work
generated? 61
Carbon emissions or
other metrics used
Asset/Operational rating
type

user input

auto

user input

csv

xml

xml

56

Measured inputs describe such values as air infiltration/exfiltration data (blower door), duct tightness, exhaust fan
efficiency, etc.
57
Tool permits details ranging from yearly average rates (lowest ranking) to block structure (highest ranking). Seasonal
averaging is the middle rank.
58
Tool recommendations, if generated, consist of either automatically-generated as programmed into the tool, or via user
input, either through libraries or conditional lists.
59
Is data from the tool exportable to other programs or tools and, if so, what file format is generated?
60
Are reports customizable by the auditor? Tools with report customizable only with comments received an average rank.
61
It was felt that all tools that generated a recommendation could be altered to produce a scope of work. As they currently
exist, however, an adequate scope of work that would enable a contractor to then bid on the project is generated only by
NEAT. Green Energy Compass produced only generic recommendations consistent for all homes and was least
associated with being able to generate a scope of work.
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Criteria
possesses attribute
possesses some of the
attribute
does not possess the
attribute

NEAT

HES-Pro

Green Energy
Compass

Asset
Operational
Energy use by fuel
Combined energy units
reported (kWh/yr) 62
Illustrated on scale 63

Other Relevant Features
Estimated input time
Low level of expertise
required 64
Little training necessary 65
Estimated energy usage
compared to actual 66
Energy savings estimates
compared to actual

>1 Hour

1 Hour

10 Minutes

62

Tools often report energy use in terms of kWh/yr and therms if both electricity and natural gas are used. An overall
energy consumption value is desired by DOE, such as converting other fuel consumption values to a metric such as
kWh/yr.
63
Asset or operational rating compared to homes with similar characteristics. ENERGY STAR Home Energy Yardstick is
an example of such a comparison tool.
64
Level of expertise ranked purely as a subjective measure based on investigator experience with tools.
65
Training time of 1 hour or less evaluated as fully meeting the criteria; up to a half-day of training was judged as partially
meeting the criteria; and training longer than a half-day was judged as least meeting the criteria.
66
Subjective evaluation due to the variety of comparison methods. NEAT, HES-Pro, and Green Energy Compass have
had or are currently undergoing analyses performed either under a third-party or as part of a government-subsidized
(NYSERDA) research effort.
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6. LITERATURE REVIEW
A review of the literature comparing energy auditing and modeling software
resulted in few citations, most dating back at least six years. The variety and
format for energy auditing and modeling software has changed greatly over the
last six to eight years since the last comprehensive reviews of software tools
were published. However, the literature describes many of the software
packages investigated during this study and reaches conclusions still relevant
today.
General Overview of Audit Tools
The U.S. Department of Energy’s Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable
Energy (EERE) has a Building Technologies Program that maintains a directory
of energy-related software tools including auditing and modeling software
(http://apps1.eere.energy.gov/buildings/tools_directory/) (Ref. 12). This directory
is not intended to provide a comprehensive review of all features for listed
products or to compare and contrast products in similar categories. It does,
however, list major features and, in many cases, provides comment regarding
strengths and weaknesses of the tool under review. Review database fields
include keyword, validation/testing protocol, expertise required to navigate the
software, number of users, intended audience, input and output fields required or
generated by the tool, computer platform required to operate and programming
language used, strengths and weaknesses of the tool, and contact information
for the tool vendor including price information. At an elevated hierarchy, the tool
reviews can be sorted by subject area such as energy modeling, load
calculations, codes and standards conformity, water conservation, and so forth.
The State University of New Jersey Rutgers Center for Energy, Economic and
Environmental Policy performed an evaluation of home energy audit tools as part
of a comprehensive review of the New Jersey Clean Energy Program (Ref. 13).
In this study, only four audit tools were evaluated including Home Energy
Checkup, Home Energy Advisor, Home Energy Saver, and a utility-sponsored
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tool called Home Analyzer. All tools were web-based audit tools designed to
provide recommendations or to educate homeowners on energy savings.
Mills (Refs. 14, 15) performed an analysis of multiple energy analysis tools with
residential capabilities ranging from web-based tools focused on particular
functions such as HVAC load calculations to disk-based, multi-functional
software packages. In all, sixty-five programs were evaluated; 50 web-based and
15 disk-based packages. Mills determined that out of the web-based tools, only
21 performed whole-house analysis and out of these, 13 provided open-ended
energy calculations, five tools permitted bill disaggregation and only three
contained both functions. Of the disk-based tools, six performed whole-house
analysis and three performed both open-ended energy calculations and bill
disaggregation. Mills noted a wide disparity in intended audience, ease of use,
purpose, accuracy of predicted versus actual energy use, number and type of
inputs and outputs in all of the tools and presented a matrix as a suggestion for
further analysis.
Paradis (Ref. 16) presented an overview of energy analysis tools to help
designers select a tool for a particular project. While presenting a mix of tools,
the focus of this overview was on commercial structures and multi-family
residential for federal audiences. Paradis segmented tools into categories
including screening, architectural design, load calculation/HVAC sizing, and
economic analysis.
Kim et al. (Ref. 17) performed an overview of energy analysis tools listed within
the DOE EERE’s Building Energy Software Tools Directory to provide the Texas
energy office with a list of tools and associated recommended uses. This study
did not assess accuracy or make judgments of tool value; rather the study was
an effort to characterize the use of each tool within the directory of potential
interest to the energy office.
Audit Tool Accuracy
Stein and Meir ( Ref. 7) evaluated HERS ratings and actual billing data for 500
homes in four states. Conclusions were that over large populations, HERS
ratings could predict annual energy usage and cost but the accuracy diminished
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considerably when individual homes were considered for predicted versus actual
cost. In particular, a wide disparity was found for older homes. It was further
concluded that using actual billing data to calibrate HERS ratings could improve
average accuracy over the whole population of rated homes, but does not affect
variance.
Hendron, Farrar-Nagy, Anderson, and Judkoff (Ref. 8) also probed the subject of
software accuracy as it pertained to the calculated energy savings for highperformance housing as part of the Building America program. Their analysis
looked at simulation tools that met the requirements of HERS BESTEST or
compared to the International Energy Conservation Code (IECC) and determined
that high-performance homes showed vastly different efficiency ratings based
upon the energy analysis methodology used. They concluded that highperformance homes required analysis tools with four important features:
Clearly defined reference home
Consistent set of operational assumptions that mimicked realistic
occupant behavior
Accurate predicted energy savings modeling
Reporting process that communicates effectively where energy savings
are being realized and to what magnitude.
The paper further states that programs with lower energy-savings expectations,
such as Home Performance with ENERGY STAR, do not require such accuracy
from analytic tools.
A report for Energy Trust of Oregon (Ref. 4) compared the accuracy of four
energy modeling software tools over 190 homes in the cities of Portland and
Bend, Oregon. REM/Rate®, SIMPLE, and two versions of Home Energy Saver
were compared for accuracy of the predicted energy use compared with actual
use obtained from billing records. The conclusion was that none of the software
was extremely accurate, but SIMPLE performed the best out of the entire
population of houses. Recommendations about energy modeling software were:
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Develop energy modeling tools that are more accurate and require less
time to input
Have models better predict and report actual energy usage
Use standard normalized assumptions for baseloads and plug loads from
typical usage patterns (somewhat contradictory to the prior
recommendation)
Produce recommendations for energy improvements based on specific
guidelines (to be determined) and be able to model savings of the
upgrades.
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Attachment B. Vendor Questionnaire
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Software Package/Company
Audience
What is the software focus?
(ratings, audits,
weatherization)
How is the software used by
your customers?

Primary:
Secondary:

Has the software been
certified by any organization?
If so, which one(s)?
Is the software being
BESTTEST EX tested?
Is the software used in any
utility or state programs?
Which ones?
How widespread is the
software being used?
# of clients
geographic reach

Modeling
To what level does the
software report usage
disaggregation? (heating,
cooling, hot water,
appliances, lighting, etc.)
What method is used to
model weather?
Is energy usage weather
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normalized?
Is there a recognized
calculation engine used (e.g.
DOE-2) or is it using
proprietary algorithms?
Are there any climate
limitations or focus, e.g.
better results for cold as
compared to hot climates?
Which fuels can be
modeled?
Does the software perform
green house gas calculations
(existing usage and
improvements)?
If it calculates GHG impact,
what source level is used
(e.g. local, regional, national
averages)
Does the software account
for interactions from
implementation of multiple
improvements?

Inputs
What are the minimum
number of data inputs to get
accurate result for usage and
improvements?
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Are multiple heating/cooling
systems allowed?
How many of same building
component can be input
(floors, walls, ceilings)?
Will the software accept
measured inputs, e.g. blower
door, duct leakage, etc.?
Does the software require
usage data input?
How much billing structure
flexibility is included – tiers,
demand rates, seasonal
rates
Does the software include
Health and Safety and/or IAQ
info data capture/reporting?
If so, what information is
included?
Will the software accept user
input improvement cost
values.
How does the software deal
with plug loads?
Report/Recommendations
Will the software allow fuel
switching?
Does the software generate
recommendations
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automatically or does it
require user input?
What types of
recommendations are
included/assessed?
Report output/flexibility:
Can the report be
modified?
Can photos be
attached?
Misc
Have any comparisons been
done between calculated and
actual energy use? If so, to
what level (total, heating,
cooling, hot water, lighting,
appliance, etc)
Have energy savings
estimates been compared to
actual savings?
What other features of the
software make it useful to
contractors?
How long has the software
been commercially
available?
What improvements
enhancements are planned
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and when are those
improvements
expected to be released?
Can data from the software
be output to a flat file?
Additional Features of the
software?
Do you know of any studies
doing similar review?
Who is your competition?

What can DOE do for you?
Are you aware of the
National Home Rating
Program and its
Implementation? Due to be
release by September.
What do you think of it?
How do you believe your
company/software would fit
into a National Home Rating
system?
What can DOE do to help
you?
Database
Software engine
Cost Data
Usage info
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